
For Community Banking

New name. Same commitment 
to Community Banks.
Community banks need to succeed in an increasingly complex and competitive market.  
With S&P Global Market Intelligence you have a partner committed to your success. Combat obstacles 
with tools and insights that help you understand the markets in which you operate, balance risk and 
returns, realize pipeline opportunities, and challenge operating norms to better serve your customer.

Beat your competition
Reduce reliance on third parties to source potential growth 
opportunities and drive data-driven decision-making.  

 - Benchmark against peers, including listed and unlisted 
institutions, with advanced peer comparison tools and 
standardized data

 - Monitor competitor pricing to maximize revenue and saving 
opportunities, and further hone your pricing strategy

 - Stay abreast of banking and fintech shifts through original 
research and reporting

Increase commercial mortgage volume/market share 
Identify loans and pinpoint key contacts to grow your  
CRE or C&I portfolio.  

 - Generate new opportunities to increase your commercial 
loan or mortgage volume and market share with qualified 
lead lists of commercial and industrial properties with 
outstanding mortgage details and business contacts

 - Time-saving property identification tools based on property 
type, location, NAICS and other key attributes

Map commercial strategies 
Understand customers, strategically allocate resources,  
and increase sales opportunities.  

 - Set strategic goals with mapping or generation 
of proprietary data and business listings, market 
demographics, financial product demand data, and 
household segmentation

 - Gain critical insight into your markets with interest rates 
of consumer savings, deposit, jumbo deposit, mortgage, 
secured loans and credit cards

 - Estimate your value and plan M&A deals with valuation 
data and models

 - Discover new opportunities with mortgage market data for a 
dynamic view of residential and commercial origination volume

 - Develop deeper customer relationships with cross-sell 
recommendations

Maximize risk adjusted returns 
Optimize risk-adjusted returns in the context of market 
realities, without compromising your bank’s strategic 
business objectives.  

 - Account-level data and analytics to price new loans and 
renewals

 - Performance coaching to help relationship managers 
optimize pricing and increase profitability

 - Portfolio-level performance analysis for management

Get more out of your data
Take action on your bank’s data points to turn data into an 
asset with a dynamic and timely internal reporting system.  

 - Centralize your core data sources to provide complete 
visibility into factors that drive margins

 - Automated workflow solutions minimize manual 
preparation for board reports and regulatory examinations

 - Maximize resource use and increase management 
effectiveness including employee performance analytics

Improve regulatory relationships and 
reduce internal reporting burdens 
Get the vital data, analytics, and models needed to address 
the challenges posed by new regulatory requirements.  

 - Manage and measure your credit risk
 - Spend more time analyzing content to find opportunities 

and increase strategic focus
 - Easily conduct due diligence research without compiling 

information for multiple sources
 - Export data directly into Microsoft Office® applications

Communicate with investors through 
an interactive platform
Combine banking industry insight with a custom, interactive IR site 
to guarantee you and your investors a complete IR experience. 

Invest in your skills
You need specific training and materials to excel at your job. 
Executive conferences and expert training produced by our 
Knowledge Center are run year-round to deliver the essential 
insights you need to move you and your business forward.



About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, 
research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate 
alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry 
dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.
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CONTACT US

The Americas
+1-212-438-8701 

Europe,  
Middle East & Africa

+44-207-176-1234

Asia-Pacific
+852-2533-3565

Copyright © 2017 by S&P Global Market Intelligence, a division of S&P Global Inc. All rights reserved. 
Statements in the content are as of the date they are expressed, and S&P Global Market Intelligence 
assumes no obligation to update the content in any form or format.
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